
Banking Review
The way we bank is changing, and the services that bank 
branches provide need to evolve. The traditional counter 
based branch banking model is being replaced by self-
service technology and online solutions. The challenge for 
retail banks is to continue to provide cash services while 
transforming their branch network.

Vaultex Consulting have been working with banks to 
respond to new challenges including reduced footfall, 
mobile banking and increased competition. 

We have developed and implemented new, innovative and 
cost efficient ways in which our clients can manage cash 
within their branch network, while continuing to provide 
customers with an excellent front office service. 

Retail Review
Retailers continue to operate within highly competitive 
margins where costs need to be minimised throughout the 
supply chain. This also includes cash management, where 
many retailers may find it difficult to keep up with the pace 
of payment change.

By employing smart tills and data analytics, significant 
savings can be made through reduced labour, improved loss 
reduction and enhanced visibility of the cash supply chain.

Vaultex Consulting are recognised leaders in automation, 
data management and analytics. Our independence enables 
us to make informed recommendations on whether our 
retail clients would benefit from investing in new hardware 
and tools. Our operational expertise can also help guide 
organisations through a complex implementation phase.

CONSULTING
Established in 2015, Vaultex Consulting helps organisations 
with their cash management challenges: from strategic planning 
and decision making to delivering operational excellence and 
customer satisfaction. 

Vaultex Consulting continued to grow in 2015/16 with 
engagements in the UK, Singapore, Hong Kong and Saudi 
Arabia. Our vision is to be the number one cash management 

consultancy in the world.

Central banks and cash centres
Central Banks across the globe face one principal challenge: 
how can they reduce the cost of cash across society? Vaultex 
consulting has been working with central banks on initiatives 
to greatly improve the way cash is managed.

Core to a Central Bank’s strategy is the cash centre, run by 
central or commercial banks, or outsourced to independent 
operators. Many of them are on the same journey of 
stabilisation, optimisation and innovation that Vaultex has 
successfully completed.

Vaultex Consulting brings senior leaders with decades of 
combined cash industry knowledge - from IT to risk, security 
to operations - to help organisations redefine their cash 
centre operations; carefully balancing security, efficiency 
and service quality. We help mitigate risk, reduce costs and 
increase profits, strengthening their position in the market 
place. And, because we work with companies around the 
world, we can help companies benchmark against global 
best practice.

TESTIMONIAL

“Vaultex’s approach and delivery was of an excellent 
quality and highly professional throughout. Their deep 
knowledge of cash automation in particular assured 
us that we would not leave any stone unturned when 
considering solutions, and their reports were clear, 
structured and very well presented. I would have no 
hesitation in recommending Vaultex to any other 
retailer who wants to review their cash management.”  

David Oakley Head of Information Technology at 
Hamleys of London 


